2011 Accomplishments at a Glance 2011ԑԙᕼΙ។!!
ȆCompleted the renovation acceptance of four schools, and started the approval process for three new schools.
ȆImproved school facilities for and provided basic educational equipment to 120 schools.
ȆDistributed 11,050 books to and equipped libraries/"Reading Corners" furniture for 20 schools to benefit more than 6,000 students
ȆEnglish and computer teachers training (ECTT) program: 236 teachers participated in 2 locations (Hunan and Gansu); Gansu is the
first such center established for teachers in 7 west provinces and autonomous regions.
ȆE-Learning: Delivered 51 mobile PC/Projector combo units to 51 schools, kicked off "virtual" PC platform trial in 2 schools, and
started the feasibility investigation based on the tablet technologies.
ȆUniversity Outreach: Partnered with 3 highly regarded universities (Tsinghua, Fudan, and Jilin) to fund 55 college students to visit
and support 11 Shin Shin schools; Jilin University is the first local university participated in this program to support Jilin Shin Shin
schools.
ȆOverall, more than 200 schools in 22 provinces and autonomous regions benefited and with major impact.
ȆFormally submitted the Representative Office application to the Ministry of Civil Affairs, China.
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The positive feedback I received from the
ԩఀৱԙߝёᕊޟ፞Ȃר
Shin Shin program training staff was very
ؚۡϚՃϴষΟȂᗙौ៉
helpful and rewarding. It made me realize
࿋ՂৱȂՄиᗙौΙᎆυ࿋ή
that I should provide praise and feedback
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to my students more as well.

Because of the challenges
related to teaching at a rural
area school with little resources,
I had planned to quit teaching
and become a government
employee. Shin Shin’s teachers
training program (ECTT)
changed all of that. After the
program, I decided to continue
to dedicate myself as a teacher
for the rest of my life.
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If anyone were to ever ask me where to
make charitable contributions, I would
definitely tell them to donate to "Shin Shin"
for their integrity and credibility.
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Source of Funds
$262,109
Others
156,984

Use of Funds
$769,993
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40,000 University Outreach
23,493
Earthquake Rebuilt
9,392
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Rotary Club
55,125

e-Learning
108,412

*Additionl Funding from Previous Fund Balance
was Allocated to This Year's Operating Budget

Plus Charitable Trust
50,000

Teachers Training
87,317

Facility
Improvement
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42,850
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A Message From the President

Strong Sense of Mission
Rapid changes in China, a strong desire to continue improving the
educational environment in Shin Shin schools, and our ultimate goal of
reducing the educational disparity between rural and urban regions,
inspired scores of our volunteers to act. They spent their precious time,
energy, and money traveling to poverty stricken and mountainous
regions in rural China to visit schools and participate in Shin Shin's
educational programs. Volunteers obtained the latest information on
economic and educational development and challenges in China, and
provided valuable insight for future programs. Their effort, together with
ོߝޟၗ
the excellent support from Foundation volunteers in the States, is the
clear reflection of a strong sense of commitment and of overall mission. ੨ڼٺޟཐ...ؑઍᄂ
७ᄇϛפޟഀีȂಀӻסݠݠޱᛄ੨ޟఖ
To the Next Level and Making Greater Impact
៉ݠݠωᏰఀىᕗცȂڥ௴ٮᑖྃଢ଼оႀڗᕻω
Shin Shin has applied three stages of development over the past
֨Ӵୢ࠲ڷѿఀىϞ৯ຽޟശತҬȄтঈϚິޟ
fourteen years: Stage I - school construction/renovation, Stage II - basic ਢȂᆠΨߜڷᓀȂᒑՌڗ֨όୢၻ؆ᏰਮȂᇄ
facility improvement, and Stage III - educational initiatives/programs.
ӨݠݠఀىॎგȄסٲޱϚ༉ᕣ၌ڗϛငᔼڷఀ
While the effort of school construction/renovation and facility
ีىശཱི߬ᇄӨࢅᏽȂ࣏ٮϬࡣݠݠޟҬॎგඪ
improvement continue, the demand to enhance the learning
ټΟິ࡚ޟដȄтঈޟֆΨȂᇄஅߜོछҏπסޱ
ྃσЛࡻȂ఼ӴІࢎΟᐌᡝޟ੨ӈཐᇄڼٺཐȄ
environment (including educational hardware, software, and
teaching/learning techniques) in those disadvantaged rural schools is
ΰΙএᇃȂΙቹኇ...ᇄਢ໌
ever mounting. We have taken a series of steps to further strengthen
ݠݠӵႆўΪѲԑ٨ငᐣΟέএีࢲȈΙࢲ.Ᏸ
our educational programs and to position ourselves for greater impact. ਮ࡚ޟ೩ЅഅȇΠࢲ.அᙃ೩ࢊޟȇέࢲ.
To deepen appreciation of China's educational policy, collaborate closer ఀᏰПਰޟᄂࢊȄӵᏰਮ࡚೩ȃഅЅஅᙃ೩ࢊ៉
with our partners and beneficiaries, and recruit in-country volunteers to ໌ޟӣਢȂሉ֨ӴୢᏰਮᄇᏰಬᕗცȞѓࢂఀى
further carry out Shin Shin's effort, an application was submitted to the ӇȂӇڷఀᏰПݲȟޟሯौРઉቨȄବᄇԪȂרঈ
ϐ௴ڥΟΙفΟ؏Ȃ໌Ι؏ϽఀىॎგȂ݂ጂПөȂ
Chinese government to establish a Representative Office in Beijing.
Aspiration and Inspiration
In 2011, I, jointly with many devoted volunteers, have visited 30 schools
in 7 provinces and worked as a Teaching Assistant for the ECTT centers
in both Hunan and Gansu. During the trip, I had to hold back my tears
when I was surrounded by cheerful students who were happily sitting in
newly renovated, but simple and basic, classrooms yelling out "How are
you, Grandpa!" and, when village teachers warmly held my hand and
eagerly told me how grateful and motivated they were by our efforts and
service spirit. They praised us for our generosity, dedication, positive
impact, and most importantly, our sustained efforts. I'm deeply inspired
by volunteers' diligent efforts, donors' generosity, and the support from
our partners and government agencies, and I thank you from the bottom
of my heart. Together, we are making a difference!
Yours in Shin Shin Service,
Steve Ting, President
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